
 

Agreement on Economic Cooperation between the Republic of China (Taiwan) and 
the Republic of Paraguay 

Certificate of Origin 

This certificate shall be completed on a legible form by the exporter and shall not be 
valid if it is presented with scratches, blotches, corrections or writing between lines. 
 

 

 

 

Certificate No.: 

1. Name and address of the exporter：：：： 

 

Telephone:                    

 

Fax:   

 

E-mail:   

 

2. Name and address of the importer：：：：  

 
Telephone:                      

 

Fax:   

 

E-mail:   
 

3. Quantity of  goods  
(with measure unit) 

4. Description of goods 
5. ROC (Taiwan) Tariff 

Classification 

6. Criterion for 
preferential tariff 
treatment 

7. Other Criteria 

 

    

8. Observations: 

9. I declare that: 

- the information on this document is true and accurate and I assume the 

responsibility for proving such representations. 

- the goods covered under this Certificate of Origin are originating in the 

territory of          , and comply with the origin requirements specified for 

those goods in the Agreement on Economic Cooperation between the Republic 

of China (Taiwan) and the Republic of Paraguay . 

 

       ____________________________________________ 
Signature of authorized person from the enterprise 

 

____________________________________________ 

Date of Certification of Declaration of Origin 

 
This Certificate consists of      pages, including all its annexes. 

10. Certification from Certifying Authority: 

It is certified that the goods covered under this Certificate of Origin comply 

with the Rules of Origin established in the Agreement on Economic 

Cooperation between the Republic of China (Taiwan) and the Republic of 

Paraguay. 

 

 

 

__________________________ _________________ 

Authorized Signature and Seal from the Certifying Authority 

 

____________________________________________ 

Date of Certification 



 
Agreement on Economic Cooperation between the Republic of China (Taiwan) and 

the Republic of Paraguay 
Certificate of Origin 

Annex Page No.     
(Instructions on the back side) 

This certificate shall be completed on a legible form by the exporter and shall not be 
valid if it is presented with scratches, blotches, corrections or writing between lines. 

 
 

8. Observations: 

9. I declare that: 

- the information on this document is true and accurate and I assume the 

responsibility for proving such representations.  

- the goods covered under this Certificate of Origin are originating in the 

territory of          , and comply with the origin requirements specified for 

those goods in the Agreement on Economic Cooperation between the Republic 

of China (Taiwan) and the Republic of Paraguay . 

 

        __________________________________________ 
Signature of authorized person from the enterprise 

 

 __________________________________________ 

Date of Certification of Declaration of Origin 
 
 
This Certificate consists of       pages, including all its annexes. 

10. Certification from Certifying Authority: 

It is certified that the goods covered under this Certificate of Origin comply 

with the Rules of Origin established in the Agreement on Economic 

Cooperation between the Republic of China (Taiwan) and the Republic of 

Paraguay 

 

 

 

 

______________________________________________ 
Authorized Signature and Seal from the Certifying Authority 

 

____________________________________________ 

Date of Certification 

  

  Certificate No.: 

3. Quantity of  goods  
(with measure unit) 

4. Description of goods 
5. ROC (Taiwan) Tariff 

Classification 

6. Criterion for 
preferential tariff 
treatment 

7. Other Criteria 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

INSTRUCTIONS FOR FILLING THE CERTIFICATE OF ORIGIN 

For purposes to obtain preferential tariff treatment, this document shall be filled in legible 

form and completed by the exporter of the good or goods, without scratches, blotches, 

amendments or writing between the lines and the importer shall keep it with him at the time 

of presenting the import declaration. Please type or print the information. In case of requiring 

additional space, the form must be numbered in a correlative manner. 

The Certificate of Origin shall be completed by the exporter in English. Certificates of origin 

issued by the authorized entities must respect a correlative order number. 

Field 01: Indicate the complete name, the denomination or trade name, the residency (including 

the address, the city and the country), the telephone number, the fax number, and the electronic 

mail of the exporter. 

Field 02: Indicate the complete name, the denomination or trade name, the residency (including 

address, the city and the country), the telephone number, the fax number, and the electronic mail 

of the importer. 

Field 03: Specify the quantity and commercial unit for each item of goods as shown on the 

Customs declaration thereof. 

Field 04: Provide a complete description of each good. The description shall be sufficiently 

detailed to relate it to the description of the good contained in the invoice, as well as with the 

description that corresponds to it in the Harmonized System (HS). In case the certificate covers a 

single import of goods, the invoice number shall be indicated, as it appears in the commercial 

invoice. In case it is not known, another unique reference number shall be indicated, as the 

shipping order number, the order of purchase number or any other number that is able to identify 

the goods. 

Field 05: For each good described in Field 04, corresponding to the List of Products of the 

Republic of China (Taiwan) prescribed in Annex I of the Agreement. (Eight-digits) 

Field 06: For each good described in Field 04, indicate the applicable criterion (from A to C). The 

rules of origin are in Annex II (Rules of Origin), of the Agreement. With the purpose of taking 

advantage of the preferential tariff treatment, each good must fulfill one or more of the following 

criteria: 

Criteria for Preferential Tariff Treatment 

A  the good is wholly obtained or produced entirely in the territory of a Party according to 



 
 

 

  

Article 5 of Annex II; 

B  the good is produced entirely in the territory of one or both Parties exclusively from 

originating materials according to Article 4 of Annex II; or 

C  the good is produced in the territory of one or both Parties from non-originating materials that 

complying with the change in tariff classification, regional value content or other requirements, 

according to the specifications stated in Article 6 of Annex II; 

Field 07: For determining the origin of the good, some of the options to acquire origin established 

in Annex II of the Agreement were used, indicate: 

ACU: Accumulation. 

DMI: De Minimis. 

FG: Fungible goods. 

Where inapplicable indicate "NO". 

Field 08: This field shall only be used when some observations exist in relation to this certificate, 

among others, in case the good is invoiced by an operator of a third Party or non-Party country, 

the producer or exporter of the country of origin shall indicate the name, the denomination or 

trade name and residency (including the address, the city and the country) of this operator; in case 

of the loss of this certificate, the certifying authority shall indicate “duplicate” in this column. 

Field 09: In this field there shall be the signature of the authorized person from the enterprise in 

its representation, and the date of certification of the Declaration of Origin by the Certifying 

Authority. 

Field 10: In this field there shall be the signature of the authorized official and the seal from the 

Certifying Authority, as well as the date of issue of the Certificate of Origin. 


